PROJECT ENGINEER

A key player helping ensure the
success of major projects
At VINCI Energies,
you work within a team
in charge of major or multidisciplinary projects, in which
you have overall responsibility
for part of the project during
the bidding and execution
phase. You take part in contract,
financial and scheduling
management for the works
package for which you have
responsibility and ensure
compliance with the technical
requirements. You submit
proposals to help ensure the
project’s overall success.
CONNECTING OUR ENERGIES

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

• Take part in putting together competitive bids and ensuring optimum
execution in compliance with the project timeline

• Develop relations with clients and stakeholders
• Manage teams and technical resources to coordinate the various
project interfaces, particularly with respect to engineering
• Contribute to ensuring compliance with health, safety, quality and
environmental rules
• Ensure the economic performance of your projects and thus
help ensure that of the Business Unit

YOUR PROFILE
Engineering studies

YOUR SKILLS

• Sales ability
• Managerial skills
• Team spirit
• Entrepreneurship

• Discipline and organisation
• Interest in technical issues
and innovation

One day, I may be overseeing equipment production
and performing acceptance procedures at the premises
of a supplier and the next day I may be on the worksite
to monitor execution. My job takes team spirit and people
skills, because I am often in touch with the clients, suppliers
and of course my own team.
I don’t handle my projects alone. I work mainly with
a Technical Manager, a Project Purchasing Agent and a
worksite team. I find it very rewarding to be the interface
on projects because it enables me to cover a wide variety
of fields.

Amanda Favre
Project Engineer
at VINCI Energies

SCAN HERE
to discover
more testimonials
To find out more about
VINCI Energies:
www.vinci-energies.com
And the social networks:
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As a Project Engineer, my role is to ensure that
the contract is smoothly executed on time and in
accordance with the technical requirements and financial
objectives. I also have to keep an eye on quality and make
sure that the safety and environmental requirements
are met. My job is different every day, and that is what
I like about it.

